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• Do not operate SBP Pendant Pushbutton Station unless you are fully
trained and qualified to operate the overhead material handling system of
which this SBP is a component.  For applications other than overhead
cranes and hoists, consult Electromotive Systems at
1-800-288-8178.

• Read the entire contents of this manual before you install or use the SBP
Pendant Pushbutton Station.

WARNING

CAUTION

Prior to installation, inspection, or repair of pendant station, disconnect
power at source following lockout/ tagout procedures as outlined in ANSI
Z244.1.

If the pendant cable grip is not properly sized to fit the pendant cable,
contamination of the pendant housing is possible. Contaminants which
enter the switch contacts may result in a potentially unsafe operating
condition.

When cutting, stripping, and installing wires, ensure that contaminants do
not fall into the enclosure. Contaminants which enter the switch contacts
may result in a potentially unsafe operating condition.

Some pendant cable manufacturers add “talc” to their cable during the
manufacturing process.  This “talc” can  migrate  from the cable into the
housing of the pendant station. As a result, contamination of switch
contacts may occur resulting in a potentially unsafe operating condition.
Electromotive Systems therefore recommends only the use of “talc” free
cable for the wiring of all pendant stations.

Remove all contaminants from the housing and switch contact areas prior
to sealing the enclosure and putting the pendant in service.
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Installing and Wiring SBP Pendant Pushbutton Station

Precautions at Installation

• Do not expose the unit to cold blasts of air that might cause con-
densation (e.g., air  conditioning duct).
• Do not expose the unit to cleaning solvents that will penetrate and
damage the unit’s enclosure.
• Do not use cable which is split or cracked.
• Hang the pushbutton station when installing it.  Do not place it on a
horizontal surface (for example, on a stand or on the floor.)
• Attach the pushbutton station to the strain relief cable so that no
tension is exerted on the pushbutton cable directly.
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DANGER

HIGH VOLTAGES ARE PRESENT IN THE CONTROL PANEL,
JUNCTION BOXES, PENDANT’S ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS AND
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THESE COMPONENTS.

Before installing, servicing or inspecting any electrical or mechanical
components of this power equipment, power must be disconnected at
the source and proper lockout/tagout procedures followed.

DO NOT make or break electrical connections (for example, plugs and
receptacles) without first disconnecting power at the source and
following proper lockout/tagout procedures.

REFER TO ANSI Z244.1 PERSONNEL PROTECTION – LOCKOUT/
TAGOUT OF ENERGY SOURCES.

Only qualified personnel should install components, inspect and/or
service this equipment.

Magnetek Limited Warranty

Magnetek, hereafter referred to as Company, guarantees all items manufactured
by it against any defects of material and/or workmanship for a period of two years
from the date of shipment.  Company makes NO OTHER WARRANTY, EX-
PRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS OF THE
ITEMS FOR THEIR INTENDED USE OR AS TO THEIR PERFORMANCE.  Any
statement, description or specification in Company’s literature is for the sole
purpose of identification of items sold by the Company of any kind.  Components
and accessories not manufactured by Magnetek  are not included in this warranty
and are warranted separately by their respective manufacturers.

Company’s sole liability shall be to repair at its factory, or replace any item returned
to it within two years from date of shipment, which Company finds to contain
defective material or workmanship.  All items to be repaired or replaced shall be
shipped to Company (Note: return authorization by Company is required.) within
said two year period, freight prepaid, as a condition to repair or replace defective
material or workmanship.  Company’s herein assumed responsibility does not
cover defects resulting from improper installation, maintenance, or improper use.
Any corrective maintenance performed by anyone other than Company during the
warranty period shall void the warranty.  Company shall not be liable for economic
loss, property damage, or other consequential damages or physical injury sus-
tained by the purchaser or by any third party as a result of the use of any Company
supplied items or material.

Company neither assumes nor authorizes any other person to assume for Com-
pany any other liability in connection with the sale or use of items sold by Com-
pany.

List prices or discounts are subject to change without notice.  Quoted prices will be
honored for a period of 30 days from the date of the written quotation unless
otherwise stated.

Orders of $25,000 or more, and orders for special control panels are subject to
special terms and conditions of sale.  Refer to those specific sections within this
document.

Orders are not subject to alteration or cancellation except upon written consent of
Company and payment of proper cancellation charges, when deemed applicable
by Company.

Materials or items may not be returned for credit, without the prior written consent
of the Company.  Any authorized return of materials or items shall be subject to a
restocking charge equal to 25% of the net invoiced amount ($100 minimum charge
for all control products) after Company determines that the material or item is in
resalable condition.  If upon receipt of the material or items returned, the Company
determines that said materials or items cannot be resold without alteration or
service, the Company reserves the right to reject the returned materials or items
and to send the same back to said purchaser at purchaser’s expense.



Description Catalog #
2 Position Selector Switch SBPU-L2

3 Position Selector Switch N.C. in Center SBPU-L3

3 Position Selector Switch N.O. in Center SBPU-L3B

Key Switch - Key Removable in Off Position SBPU-KS2

Key Switch-4 position selector, key removable in Off, N.C. in center SBPU-KS4

120 Volt Red Pilot Light-Mounts in Standard Button Hole SBPU-PLX-R

120 Volt Green Pilot Light-Mounts in Standard Button Hole SBPU-PLX-G

120 Volt White Pilot Light-Mounts in Standard Button Hole SBPU-PLX-W

120 Volt Yellow Pilot Light-Mounts in Standard Button Hole SBPU-PLX-Y

120Volt Red Pilot Light-Mounts in Upper Left Corner SBPU-PL-120R

120 Volt Green Pilot Light-Mounts in Upper Left Corner SBPU-PL-G

120 Volt White Pilot Light-Mounts in Upper Left Corner SBPU-PL-W

120 Volt Yellow Pilot Light-Mounts in Upper Left Corner SBPU-PL-Y

Momentary Button for Horn - Mounts in Upper Left Corner SBPU-BZS

Precautions at Wiring
• If the pendant top grommet does not fit the connecting cable properly,
water or dust may penetrate through the entry gland depending on the
operating environment and cause damage to the buttons or cause the
crane or hoist to function improperly.
• When cutting or stripping wires, ensure that particles do not fall into
that enclosure.
• Use a UL listed, round, crimp-style terminal when connecting the
wiring terminal.  Do not solder the terminal or connect the bare wires
directly.

Enclosure Disassembly

1. Remove the Top Cover by loosening its two screws.
2. Unscrew pendant cable grip nut.
3. Remove the Back Cover by loosening the assembly screws.

Pendant Control Cable Installation

Note:   Electromotive Systems recommends the use of a suitable
outdoor rated and oil resistant pendant cable that is both UL Listed
and CSA recognized.

When cutting or stripping wires, ensure that particles do not fall into
the enclosure.

1.  Remove the nylon cable grip clamp inside the top of the enclosure.
2.  Feed the cable through the rubber nipple, cable entry gland and
enclosure until the cable extends along the entire enclosure length.  In
some cases, it may be necessary to cut off part of the tapered cable
entry gland to accomodate large diameter cable.
3. Strip back the cable outer jacket to within one inch of the top of the
enclosure.
4.  Cut, strip, and terminate each cable conductor.

Note: Use a UL listed round, crimp style terminal when wiring
the terminals. Do not solder the terminal or connect bare wires
directly.

5.  Fasten each cable conductor to its respective terminal screw.  (Refer
to wiring and marking information on page 8 of this manual.)
6.  Code the opposite ends of the cable conductors to ensure proper
wiring.
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Accessories



Description Catalog #
Single Speed 2-Button Switch SBPU-A2

Single Speed 2-Button Switch (N.O./N.C. per button) SBPU-AB2

Single Speed 2-Button Switch (Each button w/2 N.O. contacts) SBPU-D2

Two-Speed 2-Button Switch SBPU-S

Three-Speed 2-Button Switch SBPU-T

Momentary On/Off 2-Button Switch SBPU-B

Maintained On/Off 2-Button Switch SBPU-H2

Maintained On/Off (N.O./N.C.) 2-Button Switch SBPU-H3

Momentary Single Button Switch for horn (Mounts in button hole) SBPU-ABZS

Button Cover -  Black for Single-, Two, Three-Speed Switches WC-LB

Button Cover -  Red for On/Off Switches WC-R

Button Cover  - Green for On/Off Switches WC-G

Button Cover -  Black, High Ambient/Chemically/Resistant WC-BF

Button Cover - Black, Low Ambient WC-BS

Legend Sheet for Button Covers 004-1060

Lens, Acrylic for Button Covers 004-7051

2-Button Enclosure SBP-E2

4-Button Enclosure SBP-E4

6-Button Enclosure SBPN-E6

8-Button Enclosure SBPN-E8

10-Button Enclosure SBP-E10

12-Button Enclosure SBP-E12

Single Key for Key Switch 004-1032

Key Ring 009-4008

Dog Clip 009-4036

Thimble 003-2051

Eye Bolt 009-1404

Screws for Enclosure 009-4007

Hex Nut 009-9015

Pendant Warning Label 001-9999
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Enclosure Reassembly

Removing the Button Cover and Nameplate Insert

1. Using a small screwdriver, pry out the plastic Nameplate Insert.
2. Press one side of the Nameplate Insert into one side of the rubber
Button Cover, and pry the Button Cover side to wedge in the plastic
Nameplate Insert.
3. Remove the Button Cover (Boot) only after the enclosure is
disassembled and the switch is removed from the enclosure.  Then
press out (using a small screwdriver), the Nylon Retaining Ring,
which secures the Button Cover in the Enclosure hole.
4. Snap the Button Cover into the Enclosure hole from the front.

1. Ensure that there are no bare cable conductor strands and that all
conductors are insulated from each other.
2. Make sure the enclosure water seal is properly placed in the
groove of the front cover.
3. Reattach the back cover while carefully keeping the cable conduc-
tors inside the enclosure wiring area.  Tighten the enclosure assem-
bly screws.
4. Reinstall the top cover and tighten the assembly screws.
5. Apply a silicone bead at the top of the rubber cable enty neck
where the cable emerges.
6. Slide down the rubber cable nipple firmly over the tapered cable
entry gland to prevent water from running down the cable into the
enclosure.
7. Wrap the rubber cable nipple with a tie-wrap for a watertight seal.

WARNING
When tightening enclosure screws, do not exceed 9 inch pounds of
torque. Overtorquing enclosure screws may cause damage to the
enclosure.

Replacement Parts



Description Catalog #

2-Button On/Off SBP-2-WB

2-Button All Single- Speed SBP-2-WA

2-Button All Two-Speed SBP-2-WS

2-Button All Three-Speed SBP-2-WT

4-Button-(2) Single-Speed with On/Off SBP-4-WB

4-Button-(2) Two-Speed with On/Off SBP-4-WBS

4-Button- All Single-Speed SBP-4-WA

4-Button- All Two-Speed SBP-4-WS

4-Button- All Three-Speed SBP-4-WT

6-Button-(4) Single-Speed with On/Off SBPN-6-WB

6-Button-(4) Two-Speed with On/Off SBPN-6-WBS

6-Button-(4) Three-Speed with On/Off SBPN-6-WBT

6-Button- All Single-Speed SBPN-6-WA

6-Button- All Two-Speed SBPN-6-WS

6-Button- All Three-Speed SBPN-6-WT

8-Button-(6) Single-Speed with On/Off SBPN-8-WB

8-Button-(6) Two-Speed with On/Off SBPN-8-WBS

8-Button-(6) Three-Speed with On/Off SBPN-8-WBT

8-Button- All Single-Speed SBPN-8-WA

8-Button- All Two-Speed SBPN-8-WS

8-Button- All Three-Speed SBPN-8-WT

10-Button-(8) Single-Speed with On/Off SBP-10-WB

10-Button-(8) Two-Speed with On/Off SBP-10-WBS

10-Button-(8) Three-Speed with On/Off SBP-10-WBT

10-Button- All Single-Speed SBP-10-WA

10-Button- All Two-Speed SBP-10-WS

10-Button- All Three-Speed SBP-10-WT

12-Button-(10) Single-Speed with On/Off SBP-12-WB

12-Button-(10) Two-Speed with On/Off SBP-12-WBS

12-Button-(10) Three-Speed with On/Off SBP-12-WBT

12-Button- All Single-Speed SBP-12-WA

12-Button- All Two-Speed SBP-12-WS

12-Button- All Three-Speed SBP-12-WT
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Wiring and Repair
• Use a UL listed,  round, crimp-style terminal  when wiring the
terminals.  Do not solder the terminal or connect the bare wires
directly.
• Replace the cable if it is cracked or split.
• When cutting or stripping wires, ensure that particles do not fall
into the enclosure.

Maintenance
• On a continual basis, ensure that the interlock mechanism is
operating properly and that the buttons return to the off position
when released.

Safe Crane Operating Practices
• When moving a load with the crane, stand facing the suspended load;
move the load away from you.
• Perform only one operation at a time.
• When you are not using the pendant station, hang the unit as shown
on page 7, do not let  it lay horizontally.
• If a problem occurs during the operation of the pushbutton station,
stop operation immediately and contact the person in charge of mainte-
nance. Prior to inspection or repair of the pendant station, disconnect
power at the source following lockout/tagout procedures as outline in
ANSI  ZZ44.1.
• Check the enclosure and insulating material for any damage.

SBP®  Series Pendant Pushbutton Stations - Parts List
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• If cracks or other abnormalities are detected in any part, replace the
part immediately.  Failure to do so may cause the crane or hoist to
function improperly.

• Replace a split or cracked enclosure, rain-proof button caps, cable
armor, cable, or other parts immediately to prevent water from perme-
ating the pushbutton enclosure which could cause an electrical shock
or cause the crane or hoist to function improperly.

WARNING



Environment
• Do not expose the unit to cold blasts or air that might cause conden-
sation (e.g. air conditioning duct).
• Do not expose the unit to cleaning solvents that will penetrate the
unit’s enclosure.

Installation of Round Strain Cable

General Handling
• Do not place the pendant in a pool of water, or immerse it in water.
• Do not let the pendant slam into a hard object, wall, etc.
• Do not attempt to turn knobs or switches beyond their travel limits.

Operating SBP® Pendant Pushbutton Station Safely

When using a pendant station, take the following precautions:

Pre-Operation Inspection

1. Ensure that the overall condition of the unit’s exterior is
sound.
2. Ensure that the buttons function normally (return to the off
position when released) and are labeled properly for function.
3. Remove any dirt, sand, or moisture buildup.
4. Ensure the cable is not damaged.
5. Ensure that the strain relief wire supporting the cable is
installed (if applicable).

The pendant station should be installed at a height of approximately
3’-6” from the ground, as shown below.
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Typical SBP® Series Wiring and Marking Information
Appendix A

Typical Installation of Strain Round Cable


